
The Existential Adventures of Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper 

Episode 2: Crazy Man and the Dog, Sidestepper, find a place to ponder their hunger until they 
find something to eat or something to eat finds them 

Way, way off in the distance, along the path of adventure and new meanings, eyes brimming with 
dread saw two tiny blurbs of something moving off in the distance that was heading toward them 
and the brain behind the eyes was almost ready to shut down in the realization that something 
was happening and decisions would have to be made, courses of action determined, words of 
wisdom sought after and defined in terms of specific situations relating to the decisions made in 
response to what was quickly becoming an existential threat shrouded in angst and freedom of 
choice. 
   It was too much for the brain, so it shut down, leaving the approach of Crazy Man and the dog, 
Sidestepper, completely unobserved as they ventured into adventures and new meanings. This 
was OK with them given that neither of them knew anything about those dreading eyes. They 
were looking way past the eyes and into a monstrosity of potential that they could define in their 
own terms in keeping with the existential nature of their adventures as mentioned in the story’s 
title. 
   “Hey, Sidestepper,” said Crazy Man. “Wouldn’t it be weird if we were nothing more than 
figments of some writer’s imagination?” 



   The dog, Sidestepper, kicked Crazy Man with one of his over-long legs, causing Crazy Man to 
yell, “Ouch!” Kicks always had that effect on him. “Why did you do that?” 
   “You said ‘ouch’.” 
   “So?” 
   “Once conceived, you become real. Would you like me to kick you again to prove my point?” 
   “No!” said Crazy Man. “And I’m wondering what’s more dangerous…a journey into the 
unknown…or my travel mate.” 
   Once again the dog, Sidestepper, was emotionally demolished. His tiny body came crashing 
down from the tops of legs that suddenly stretched into the clouds and screeched through the 
atmosphere to plunge deep into the ground in an explosion of woe and worry. He cried like a 
song without lyrics or harmony.  
   Upon seeing this, Crazy Man was suffused with guilt that ravaged every pore of his physical 
being, which was in one of the dimensions he simultaneously occupied with another dimension 
where his brain resided. This may have intensified his response. Tears splashed from his eyes. 
Snot gushed from his nose. Crybaby sounds tore out of his mouth. He fell to the ground and beat 
it with his fists. He rolled around on the ground and left pools of tears and snot so lethal they 
drowned an entire colony of ants so devoted to each other that they all died simultaneously, even 
the ones a hundred miles away looking for grubs and insect meaning. This lasted several days 
until Crazy Man’s guilt subsided and he stood up, brushed the mud and dirt off his black robes 
and cape and turned to the dog, Sidestepper. “I’m so sorry for what I did. What did I do?” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, looked confused as he dragged himself out of his woes and worries, 
shaking the mud and remorse from his furry little white black polka dotted body and said, “I 
think you misspoke.”  
   “What’s misspoke?” 
 “It’s something you say when you get caught saying something stupid so you erase it by 
claiming that it wasn’t really what you said…it was just something you misspoke, so 
everything’s OK and you’re really not as stupid as you sound. It’s used a lot by politicians and 
other assholes.” 
   “What’s a politician?” 
   “Someone who misspeaks a lot.” 
   Crazy Man tried to make sense out of this for a few moments as his head spun in unresolved 
circles until he finally came to a reasoned observation: “Thinking hurts.” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, suddenly began to fall on his already wobbly long, stilt-like legs. “I 
remember!” he shouted as his head soared through the lower atmosphere on an unavoidable 
collision course with the terra firma. Mad thoughts stumbled through his head. Is the path harder 
than my head? What was it I just remembered? How long have I been falling? Should I scream? 
Will I survive this fall and continue to…”  
   Plop! 
   That was the sound the dog, Sidestepper’s, head made when it hit the path, but before it could 
ring through the air with the kind of stomach-churning effect that sickening sounds are want to 
make, the dog, Sidestepper, remembered: “I was on my way to a new life until you interrupted 
my train of thought and now I forget where and what that new life could be. You bastard.” 



   These were solemn words, hurtful words, words vomited up from lips pressed into the ground 
of the path from gravity and remembering things. Crazy Man did the only thing that made sense; 
he grabbed onto gravity and followed it into the ground of the path.  
   Plop! 
  Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, looked into each other’s eyes in amazement as they 
writhed in humiliation and agony on the cold ground of the path. “We made the same plopping 
sound!” cried Crazy Man. 
   “Then…maybe you are my mother!” 
   Crazy Man fought gravity hard to get close enough to the dog, Sidestepper, so that he could 
kick him. “I’m not your mother! I’m not your mother!” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, started crying so loud that his tearful stress bounced off the clouds in the 
sky and rebounded back to the path where Crazy Man’s empathetic nature kicked into gear and 
he, also, started wailing in tearful stress.  
   This went on for an indeterminate length of time, both wailers oblivious of the passage of time 
and probably not even aware of what they were doing. Possibly, Crazy Man’s existence in 
another dimension might offer some clues, but then, until someone figures out which part of him 
is in which dimension all bets are off. After the indeterminate length of time was finally up, both 
wailers looked at each other and blushed because they felt like insecure wimps, which of course, 
they were. But that’s OK because this is their story and they can cry if they want to. Without 
talking, without any traces of post-wailing sniffles, they continued their journey along the path 
which may or may not lead to a new life for the dog, Sidestepper. Neither was sure how long 
they walked. It could have been minutes; it could have been eons. It was definitely long enough 
to cause Crazy Man to say, “I’m hungry.” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, agreed. “Yes, hunger.” 
   Crazy Man looked around and noticed a couch on the path of adventure and new meanings. 
“Maybe we should sit on that couch and ponder our hunger until we find something to eat or 
something to eat finds us.” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, pondered this for a moment and said, “That sounds like an excellent 
idea. Are you sure you’re not my mother?” 
  Crazy Man gave the dog, Sidestepper, a very un-motherly look and said, “I’m nobody’s 
mother.” 
   So they sat in morbid silence, hungry, motherless, pondering their hunger until they found 
something to eat or something to eat found them. 
   They waited a long time, silent, hungry, motherless, pondering…until the dog, Sidestepper, 
said, “Are you sure you’re not my mother.” 
   Crazy Man glared at his traveling companion and wished that he had a kitchen with knives, 
forks and pizza pans and was just about to say something mean and cruel when he saw 
something in the infinite distance from which they’d traveled. The dog, Sidestepper, followed 
Crazy Man’s eyes with his own eyes and sure enough, there was something in the distance.  
   “Maybe it’s something to eat,” said Crazy Man. “Maybe our pondering is about to pay off. 
Maybe we’re saved.” 
   They stared with happy thoughts crowding their minds of chocolate dipped strawberries and 
taco shells brimming with spicy chicken and fresh veggies. Drool dripped from their mouths at 



the prospect of ham and cheese sandwiches washed down with dark roast coffee made from fresh 
ground Columbian beans. Their minds exploded with vistas of turkey and gravy, roast beef and 
mashed potatoes, steamed salmon sprinkled with lemon drops, colourful casseroles and fine 
wines. Yes, they both thought, food is going to find us. Food is on the way. Food is making its 
way from the infinite distance to deliver itself to us as we wait on the path of adventure and new 
meanings.   
   Food, that most heavenly of all nutrients was on its way to save them. All they had to do was 
sit and wait for it to deliver itself. Crazy Man rubbed his eyes. The dog, Sidestepper, rubbed his 
eyes as well…an almost miraculous act considering the length of his legs and the smallness of 
his body. They rubbed their eyes for what seemed like a few minutes or a few hours. They 
rubbed their eyes until their eye lids purred like kittens and the purring turned to growling 
annoyance and finally settled in near excruciating blindness. They stopped rubbing their eyes and 
waited for what seemed like a few minutes or a few hours until their sight returned and they 
looked off into the infinite distance behind them and noticed something that caused them to stop 
pondering. 
   “The something in the distance is gone,” said Crazy Man.  
   “It’s not there anymore,” said the dog, Sidestepper.  
   And so the two travellers cried tears of thwarted expectations and dashed dreams as they sat on 
the couch by the path of adventure and new meanings. They cried for exactly three hours, 
twenty-two minutes and three seconds, give or take a second, before Crazy Man said, “Maybe 
we should look for food.” 
   The dog, Sidestepper, thought about this for a moment and said, “What a great idea! And 
maybe we’ll find my mother.” 
   Crazy Man shot the dog, Sidestepper, a warning look…a look that said, “I might just have a 
kitchen.” 
   And the two rose from their butts and set off down the path, looking for adventure and meaning 
and this outside thing. 
    

To be continued… 
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